
My 2020 Vision
Focusing My Vision

Feed your focus. Starve your distractions.

Commit to your dreams. Stop caving into comfort. 

Plagiarizing dreams is the slowest and most painful way

to live and die.

Three things to reflect on when creating a vision: 

 

1.

2.

3.

My "spiritual" vision for 2020 is:

My "other" vision for 2020 is:

"Write the vision; make it plain on

tablets." -Habakkuk 2:2
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My 2020 Vision
focusing my vision - Part Two

Excitement - this vision brings excitement to you.

Realistic - this vision is doable.

Short - the vision is concise.

Memorable - you can easily recite it

Specific - the vision is easily understood by you. 

Success is definable - there is a specific goal

Characteristics of a strong vision:

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

 

 

On a scale of 1-10 (10 is best), rank each the strength

of each characteristic for your SPIRITUAL vision:

Excitement         ____  

Realistic               ____             

Short.                    ____

 

Memorable                   ____

Specific                          ____

Success is defineable ____
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On a scale of 1-10 (10 is best), rank each the strength

of each characteristic for your OTHER vision:
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